


Product Range

Ÿ ŸAnti Bird Net Bed support Nets

Ÿ ŸPoultry Nets Nets for protecting glass structures.

Ÿ ŸFishing Nets Aquaculture Nets

Ÿ ŸWeed / grass cutting Chord Nets for Sports & Leisure

Ÿ Crop support Net

Anti Bird

Weed Cutting

Bed Support

Crop Support

Nirmala Group established in 1988, are today the largest manufacturers and exporters of Polyamide (Nylon) 

Fishing Lines, Fishing Nets, Fishnet Twines and Industrial Monofilaments in India.

We manufacture High Density Poly Ethylene (HDPE) and Polyamide (Nylon) nets confirming to the highest 

quality standards.

More than two decades of experience in the netting Industry combined 

with our core value of continuous improvement has resulted in our 

providing the netting with the best attributes & features for 

different applications.

Our products are being exported to various continents including 

Asia, Europe, Middle East and Africa.

The Company

Ÿ ŸPublic Buildings Malls

Ÿ ŸHeritage Structures Airports

Ÿ ŸIndustrial Sheds High Rise Buildings

Ÿ ŸRailway Stations Garbage Vehicles

Other Suggested Usages

Anti Bird Netting

Bird menace are a thing of the past with           Agri Nets. The traditional 

methods of bird deterrence like kites, cannons, lethal shooting, balloons, 

falconry, sling shots, drum beats, etc, cannot prevent crop loss and they leave 

fruit entirely exposed to the bird peck damage.

This is where bird netting comes in. It is proven that birds can ruin major portion 

of crop. This leads to considerable loss of effort & revenue.  

It has been proven that among the more effective ways to save your crop from   

various predators such as birds etc is                Agri Nets made from High Density 

Poly Ethylene.

Our technical team worked closely with agriculturalist, to come up with ideas 

for enhanced green revenue that is economical and designed to provide utmost 

protection from predators like birds. These can be used all year round to protect 

crops / gardens against birds, without interfering in the process of its natural 

growth.

These are available in various designs & sizes and can also be customized as per 

the requirements of our esteemed clients.

Features

[ UV Stabilized to withstand extreme climatic conditions

[ Better strength and longer life

[ Standardized and uniform mesh

[ Better visibility for bird’s eye to avoid  mortality

[ Made from European Technology

[ Ease of installation
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